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In order to improve the eectiveness of sharing notes on peer learning, students
need to improve the presentation of their handwritten notes, because carefully written notes
are more accessible for other students and reduce irrelevant, careless mistakes. To facilitate
improvements in note-taking, we considered a simple metric that determine how carefully
the notes were written, and checked the metric by using students note taken at a real lecture.
The result showed some correlations among the metric and the writing time.
Abstract.
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1 Introduction

Learning by teaching [1] is one of the primary strategies for eective learn-

ing. Bielaczyc et al. examined the impact of self-explanation and self-regulation strategies on
student explanations and performance [2]. The results indicated that particular self-explanation
and self-regulation strategies contributed to learning and problem-solving performance. Barnard
reported peer-tutoring interactions and their interpretation from a socio-cultural perspective [3].
Therefore, attitudes and strategies for explaining learning content are necessary, and they can be
improved by eorts to improve the way explanations are made.
In our previous study, we developed AirTransNote, a student note-sharing system that facilitates collaborative and interactive learning during regular lectures in conventional classrooms
[4]. Because taking notes on paper is a regular activity, our system does not impose an extra
burden on students who share notes. However, in order to improve the eectiveness of sharing
notes in peer learning, students need to improve the presentation of their handwritten notes, because carefully written notes are more accessible for other students and reduce irrelevant, careless
mistakes.
In this study, we consider how to determine from online stroke data the level of care that a
student takes to write notes. Our target is to examine the writing activity of students during
lecturesnot the accuracy of the content of their notes compared to the teacher's lecture. Teachers usually check whether students understand the lecture content by asking questions soon after
a topic is introduced, and students are expected to answer within a sucient time. Therefore,
our evaluation of the carefulness of the handwriting is independent of factors, such as the speed
at which the teacher delivers the lecture or how the lecture is structured.

2 Related Works

Simard et al. [5] proposed a warping algorithm for ink normalization and

beautication. They concentrated on the preprocessing of the recognition of handwritten text;
therefore, their nal goal was to reduce recognition errors.

The concept of ink normalization

could be applied to our research in terms of presenting beautied notes, but instead we focused
on giving feedback based on metrics of carefulness.
Julia and Faure [6] presented an algorithm of recognition and beautication for graphical
design applications on a pen-based computer. Their method recognizes tables, gestures, geometric
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gures, or diagram networks, and it beauties the drawings for each drawing category. Miyao
and Maruyama [7] proposed a method to segment and recognize online handwritten owchart
symbols by SVM technique. They also proved the eectiveness of their method and implemented
a system that beauties handwritten owcharts.

Paulson and Hammond also proposed a new

low-level recognition and beautication system called PaleoSketch [8] that can recognize eight
primitive shapes as well as combinations of these primitives.

The concepts of interactivity in

handwritten drawings and demand for beautication are commonly researched; however, our
goal is to provide a method of diagnosis that nds metrics of carefulness.
Zhu and Jin [9] proposed a method for beautifying online handwritten Chinese-character
calligraphy.
style stroke.

They rst applied a speed-based calligraphy simulation to produce a paint-brush
Afterward, the method matched strokes with template characters.

Part of the

transguration technique in their method can be applied to beautify our students' notes. However,
our aim is to make the students improve their attitude about writing carefully while thinking.
A³co§lu and Turan examined the quality of the handwriting of subjects under the inuence
of alcohol [10]. The aim of the research was to learn how alcohol and alcohol-related neurological
deterioration aected handwriting. The results revealed that the handwriting parameters, such
as the length of words, the height of uppercase and lowercase letters, the height of ascending
letters, the height of descending letters, the spacing between words, the amount of angularity,
the amount of tremor, and the number of tapered ends, were all signicantly increased under
the eect of alcohol. Some of their metrics regarding handwriting are attractive for examining
quality, but most of their metrics were evaluated by human examiners.

3 Proposed Metric

In this section, we describe our proposed metric that representing how

carefully students write their notes, which we call the level of carefulness.

3.1 Presupposition

We gathered online data of handwritten notes to assess the level of care-

fulness of note-taking.

The online data could be captured by tablet or smartphones, but we

employed Anoto-based digital pens in this study.

The Anoto-based digital pen has the capa-

bility to store and send handwritten notes written on a specic dotted paper sheet. Using the
Anoto-based digital pens, we collected accurate and stable student notes.
The Anoto-based digital pen generates (1) the coordinates of the pen-tip (x,y) in a frequency of
75 times per second, and (2) the start time of the writing. Although the end time of the drawing
cannot be captured, it can be estimated using the start time and the number of coordinates
that represent a drawing.
(0

≤ i ≤ n − 1)

Therefore, a one-stroke drawing contains

and has a start time

3.2 Hypotheses

T0

n

coordinates

Pi (xi , yi )

in milliseconds.

We made some assumptions for estimating the carefulness of handwritten

letters using variance of pen speed and stroke complexity[11].
straightforward as well as low stability.

However, the metric was not

Therefore, we try to estimate the level of carefulness

using fundamental metrics obtained from the handwritten data.

We considered the following

points:

Captured Points per Distance simply represents carefulness.

If the student wrote

quickly, the number of captured points decreases since the sampling rate is same. Therefore,
the simple metric (captured points per stroke distance) may describe the students' mood
and attitude.

Complexity of the stroke may aect the carefulness.
points, the above metric will be biased.

If the stroke contains many angular

Since such curvy stroke require the students to

care, the speed of pen should decrease.

3.3 Calculation of stroke complexity

To estimate the level of stroke complexity, we calcu-

lated feature points using Ramer's method [12]. The feature points of Ramer is often utilized for
handwritten recognition, that reduce the original points and pick up the signicant points. We
utilize the number of feature points as a metric of stroke complexity.
The following is the Ramer's algorithm. First, the start and end points of every stroke were

Figure 1, top-left).

captured as feature points (
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Then, the most distant point from the straight
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Figure 1: Ramer's method

line between adjacent feature points was selected as a feature point if the distance to the straight

Figure 1, top-right).

line was greater than a threshold value (

This selection was done recursively

until no more feature points were selected.
We set the threshold value of Ramer's method as one fth of the stroke height or width, which
is larger than others. The number of feature points found using Ramer's method represents the
ratio of curves to angular points, and it is somewhat larger than the number of the angular points
we dened.

4 Experiment In this section, we describe how we collected and examined the data.
4.1 Collection of Data We collected handwritten note data of 10 undergraduate students
on a lecture. The lecture involved peer-reviewing, and short comments written by the students
were digitized by Anoto digital pens. Each students were expected to write comments of other
13 reports. All students read these reports, and some of the students prepared drafts of the short
comments.

Since the prepared drafts were stored in their personal smartphones, the students

rened the draft while writing to a paper sheet.

We provided two A4 size sheet.

specied areas of each comments. The size of area was 10

×

The sheet

5 cm. Though the size was limited,

we did not force the size of the handwriting character nor length of the comment. We explained
that the comments will be shared by projection, but we did not instructed about controlling of
carefulness.
After the lecture, we classied the comments into 5 levels by considering the time stamp for
each student.

Figure 2 show the result of the classication.

Each color represents neat5 (rstly

written) to neat1 (lastly written). Note that the lecture 1 (Top-left) wrote only 3 comments, we
set neat5, neat3, and neat1. Since the students wrote these comments by their favorite order, the
position of the comment on the sheet does not indicate the time stamp. However, four students
(ex. Student 6) wrote the position order.
We expect that the neat5 wrote carefully because the students could pay attention to the
rst writings. Similarly, neat1 would be the hastiest writings because of their fatigue.
Consequently we gathered 48 comments (10 persons
(ratio of curves)，point (number of sample points) and

4.2 Result

Firstly we consider the

× 5 levels - 2). The data contains Ramer
dist (length) for each stroke.

Ramer as a metrics of classifying point/dist
point/dist for each participants.

visualization. After that, we discuss the
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Figure 2: We classied the comments into 5 levels (neat5neat1) by considering the time stamp.

4.2.1 Point/Dist for each Ramer Figure 3 shows the result of Point/Dist metrics.

The top-left

shows Ramer 0, and the top-right shows Ramer 1, and the bottom-left shows Ramer 2, and the
bottom-right shows Ramer 3, respectively. The value of Ramer is obtained by subtracting 2 from
the number of original feature points (more than 1).
From the graph, we can see that the Point/Dist metric somewhat explains the neatness (or
fatigue) when the Ramer was small. Therefore, the Point/Dist metric can be applied for simpler
stroke only.

4.2.2 Dierences among participants Figure 4 shows the transitions of Point/Dist metrics for
each participants. The x-axis represents neat5 to neat1 (less fatigue to more fatigue). Most of
the regression lines shows the relation of Point/Dist metric and the fatigue.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

We considered the relationships between Point/Dist of

handwritten stroke and a fatigue. The results supported our rst hypothesis that the Point/Dist
tends to increase when the strokes are written carefully under the condition of simple stroke.
In this study, we assumed that the level of carefulness is aected by the time of writing,
caused by the students' fatigue. However, the relationship between the time and fatigue was not
clear. We will ensure the condition of fatigue and carefulness in our future research. Also, we
will explore a method that considers the shape and beautication of the writing.
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Figure 3: Point/Dist for each Ramer. The x-axis represents neat×10+StudentID.
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Figure 4: Metrics transition for each participants. (The x-axis represents neat5 to neat1)
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